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This thesis presents a rrethod for decomposing a
specification of a problem into a sequence of sutprobleir
specifications. The rrethod uses the specification to build a
tree-like structure called a semantic net. The net is then
used to construct a sequence of subspecificat ions . Each
subspecif icat ion cf the sequence represents a subproblerr .
Composition of the solutions to the subproblerrs results in a
solution to the given problem specification.
In this work, vie present an intuitive approach to what
Artificial Intelligence and program synthesis is, define the
sequence problem associated with program syntnesis, and
present the method for deriving a sequence of
subspecifi cations . When this has been done, the method is then
applied to a specific problem domain called the Blocks World.
We then consider the method in a non-31ocks World domain and
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What is programing? Is programming really a creative
activity reserved only for human participation? What is the
essence, the hare tones of it, that distinguishes it from
ether activities or things? As we ponder these questions, let
us observe the relationship between the expert and the
apprentice. The expert is busily working away on the joo and
then he notices his helper standing idly on the side. The
expert then says to his helper, "Lo tnis and do tnis and do
this and then do that." And now, we can observe the helper
being as busy as the expert. Eoth are being constructive.
Clearly, the "how to do it" was left up to the helper. But the
question we might ask is, "Was the helper programmed by the
expert?"
In the past fifteen to 2t years, a small number of
theoretical psychologists, mathematicians, and computer
scientists in the area of Artificial Intelligence have started
to equip computers with the ability to perforrr orogramming. We
call this ability automatic programming when referring to the
computer being able to write programs. It is dubbed automatic
because the programming is accomplished without human
intervention once the specification is supplied to it. Tne
specification is analogous to the information given by the
expert to the helper in the above scenario.

The above questions and scenario involving the expert and
apprentice are an attempt to show that programing is a
corrplex subject. This thesis will focus upon a srrdll tut
significant ingredient of the programming process, the
sequence. The airr of this thesis is similar to what transpired
tetween the expert and the apprentice above. We want to
develop a set of methods that will consider "in tote" the set
cf events that describe a problem and then determine a
sequence for "achieving" the events, if one exists, that will
realize a solution to the problem.
This thesis considers the "sequence problem" as it relates
tc automatic program synthesis. In so doing, we present a
novel method for decomposing a problem into a sequence of
subproblems. The rrethed uses the specification to build a
tree-like structure called a semantic net to determine a
sequence of specifications. Since automatic program synthesis
falls within the area of Artificial Intelligence end since
Artificial Intelligence means different things to different
people, we find it best to proceed by first establishing
intuitions and frames of reference about the concepts used to
present a solution method for this problem.
10

II. NATUP.E OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
When the terrr "Artificial Intelligence" (the capitalized
forrr - henceforth AI ) is used, the errphasis is on the subarea
cf Computer Science; a subfield of a technology. The
uncapitalized forrr, "artificial intelligence", on the other
hand, refers to the mechanisms or things that AI attempts to
discover. As such, we can say AI attempts to discover
artificial intelligence.
The nature of AI can he understood test by observing its
prirrary activity, its problem domain, its goal, and its motive
for doing research. The primary activity of AI is empirical
investigation. AI has few, if any, theories. Consequently,
investigative strategies have been substituted for the missing
theories. Additionally, Al's problem domain is complex and
only partially understood at best. It follows therefore that
highly structured or tailored techniques ao not exist. In
short, one can view AI as the area where problems are not
fully understood, are yet solvable by humans in most cases,
and have no special-purpose techniques for providing a
solution. Simon in [lj defines AI as:
The domain in which it has not yet been possible tc
substitute powerful special-purpose techniques for
weak methods. At any time that such techniaues are
discovered for a particular subset of problems, those
problems are removed from the jurisdiction of AI to
that of operations research or numerical analysis."
11

We shall in this thesis also adopt this view of AI. Aside frcrr
noticing the dynarrics of Simon's definition, it becomes
evident, if his definition is true, that AI will always seerr
to te groping along on the frontier (and pushing the
state-of-the-art! ) .
The goal of AI is to equip machines with a human-like
ability to solve problems [2]. This goal is best understood
within the context of the evolution of our derand upon
computers. Initially, the scope of the demand was to have
computers handle large, simple and Highly redundant jobs like
census tabulations and projectile trajectory calculations.
Currently, supercomputers are used on extremely large and
complex flow-rate problems like those associated with
rretecroloey . Researchers are also exploring computer usage in
the decision-making processes. These systems are known as
lecision Support Systems (TSS). An interesting performance
criterion of a ESS is its ability to support not only
different decision-making processes out also support a variety
of cognitive styles [3]. This performance criterion is an
example of the newer kinds of demand we are now placing on
computers. Two other examples are the increasing desire to
interface with a database using human speech, and the
increasing desire to employ autonomous robots in high risk
situations like mining or military applications.
12

The importance of these examples is that some comuuter
experts feel that the kind of computing associated with AI
will dominate the kind of computing we do in the future, for
example, during a private conversation in October 1982, R. V.
Bamming summarized the evolution of computing by Figure 2.1.
The figure shows the doubling of corrputer capacity over tirre
as a result of the kinds of computing. Each curve in Figure
2.1 represents the kind of computing that summarizes user
demands over some time frame. Note how AI is predicted as the
next classification of user demand. Consequently, if this be
true, what we do cr fail to do in AI greatly effects our
ability to cope with cur problems of the near and distant
future.
As a result, the motive for doing A I research is precisely,
cur aggregate demand on computers that gets translated into
users wanting to have computers perform like humans in less
well-structured problem domains. Ironically, the motives for
doing the research make a suitable definition for AI - the
area of discovering mechanisms, for computer usage, that
enable a system like the human mind to behave purposefully,
adaptively, and sometimes even effectively, over a wide range
cf difficult and ill-structured tasks [2] . Frobably the most
striking effort (i.e., comprehensive, amtitious, coordinated,






































III. NATURE 01 PROGRAM SYNTHESIS
A. GENERAL
The terrrs "prcgrarr synthesis" and "automatic program
synthesis" are used interchangeably, out one should keep in
Find thdt the aim is to equip the corrputer with the skill tc
dc programming.
Eormally, program synthesis can be defined as the art of
deriving d prograrr from a given problem specification without
specifying any algorithm [£] . Simply, the requirements that
the program must rreet are stated without indicating hew to
create the prograrr. The "how" is the jurisdiction of the
synthesis system. Regardless of the means for doing the
synthesis, by hurran or rrachine, a prograrr synthesis syster
trust be provided with these basic things:
a specification which is capable of stating a problerr
which the synthesis system has seen designed to solve;
knowledge for coordinating the synthesis system's actions
as it proceeds to transform the problem into a program
that is a solution to the specification;
an ability tc produce code for the target language.
15

Again, this thesis is concerned with one aspect of the second
basic requirement , narrely the "sequence problem" cf program
synthesis .
The relationship of this work to program synthesis is the
following. Srrith in [6] describes the structure of a top-down
program synthesis system. The system is logically composed of
two parts, namely the Programming Knowledge Ease and the
Synthesis Control. The Programming Knowledge 3ase consists of
two parts, the lata Structure Knowledge Pase and the Librarv
cf Iesign Methods. The Library of resign Methods contains
design theories fcr various classes cf algorithms. These
design theories break: a nonprimitlve problerr into subproslems
and assemble a solution based on solutions tc subrrcblems. Trie
rrethod we present is concerned with decomposing a oroDlem into
a sequence of subproblems and, therefore, would be contained
in the library of Iesign Methods.
B. BASIC CONCEPTS
The basic requirements of a synthesis systen-, as stated
above, are best understood if the program synthesis process is
cversimpl if ied . Fcwever, several concepts are needed tc do
this. First, let us consider the term "specification". The
specification is a set of relationships between input values
and output values. This kind of specification is known as a
procedural abstraction [7] . It has two parts: an interface
specification and a behavioral specification. The interface
16

specification is concerned with things like the module name,
parameters and resources for input and output. It is omitted
from any further discussion and assumed to be implicit for the
synthesis system. The behavioral specification, however, is
the portion of the specification that is helpful in
understanding program synthesis. The technique for specifying
the behavioral specification is the inout/output approach.
"The input/output approach describes the relationship between
the inputs and the outputs by giving a pair of constraints.
Frovided that the actual input satisfies the input
constraints, the output is guaranteed to satisfy the output
constraints" [7] .
The input portion of the specification is associated with
the start state - a description of the current world vie**
defined by relationships between objects or things that have a
tearing on the problerr. The output portion of the
specification is associated with the goal description - a
description of relationships between objects that, if
established, represent a solution to the problem. These
relationships usually correspond to toolean tests within the
reasoning language of the synthesis system. These tests
comprise an important portion of the knowledge that was
alluded to as being a basic requirement of a synthesis system.
The next important term is "operator". An operator is a
task-specific mechanism that accomplishes a specific set of
actions. The actions corresponc to establishing relation snips
17

that transform the current world view into anctner view. The
relationships are established between the objects that somehow
corre into play with establishing the desired goal state. Since
operators are designed to achieve specific results, an
operator can only te applied to particular kinds of objects.
That is, a particular operator is applicable over a certain
set of objects. Additionally, before the operator can he
applied to an object, the object must rreet certain criteria.
The criteria are usually viewed as a list of properties. The
properties can te, arrcng other things, relationships between
objects, further, an operator corresponds to a block of code
in the target language of the synthesis systerr that
establishes the relationships between otjects in the
synthesized prograrr.
we are now in a position to discuss rrore fully the idea of
protected relationships. Protected relationships are
associated with sutgoals in the following manner. Subgoais are
accomplished by applying the appropriate operators to the
appropriate arguments in an appropriate sequence. As the
operators are being applied to the particular arguments, other
conditions (relationships) are being established. 5rom those
conditions, some set of conditions is needed to show that the
subgoal has been established (made to te true). We call that
set the protected relationships of the subgoal.
Waldinger in [&~\ has shown that protected relationships,
cnce established, should not be temporarily undone (made
18

false) because an infinite sequence of actions for the
synthesis system could result. This infinite sequence cf
actions is possitle when the synthesis systerr considers the
achievement of sutgoals to be independent frorr each other
when, In fact, they are dependent upon each other. As one
sub^cal is achieved, it rrust he undone in order to achieve
sorre other subgoal. But when the other sutgoal is achieved it
rrust be undone to achieve the first, etc. When such a
relationship between subgoals exist we say that the problem is
a nonlinear problem. After achieving the subgoal, then the set
cf relationships that correspond to the subgcal's protected
relationships are determined and saved by some rre onanism of
the prcgrarr synthesis system. The sutgoal is then called a
protected subgoal. In short, the synthesis system, in its
reasoning language, "knows" the effect of applying an operator
to its arguments.
So then, in the process of establishing other subgoals,
the protected relationships of previously established sufcgoals
rray be yade false or contradicted. This we refer to as a
violation or contradiction. V'hen a contradiction is made, a
reordering of the sequence in which the subgoals are
established is done. If there is a sequence for which no
contradiction occurs, then we say that that sequence of
operators produces valid results. Otherwise, we conclude that




lastly, there is the matter of notation. We adopt the
convention of using the terrrs "^HEEE" and "FINE" to indicate
the input and output portions of the specification,
respectively. Additionally, each syntactic portion of the
specification that represents a predicate is called a subgoal
and is represented as: (subgoal). Therefore, the problem
specification can te represented as a series cf smaller goals.
The general forrrat adopted in this thesis is:
[(HIM (sl)(s2) (sir))(riNr (gl)(g2) fgn))] .
This forrrat follows frorr the above description of the
input/output approach. The WHERE portion describes the
relevant relationships in the current world and the FINE
portion describes the relationships that, if established,
represent a solution. The (si)s state relationships in the
current world view. The fgi)s state the relationships that
constitute a solution. The semantics of the specification is
given as follows: IF si and s2 and - - and srr hold initially
TEEN gl and g2 and - - and gn hold after program execution,
further, for the convenience of distinguishing between tasks
that r.eed to be accomplished and those already accomplished , a
subgcal in uppercase symbols, (SUBGOAL), represents an
accomplished task. The terms "true", "established", "achieved"
and- "accomplished' are used interchangeably and are used to




C. A SlfPLIFIII EXAPFLI
Now let us consider a simplified program synthesis
exarrple. Suppose our goal after waking in the morning is to do
personal grooming, get to work, and start our job. Further,
suppose the problem is specified as:
[(WHERE (PERSON IS-AWAKE )( PERSON IS-UNGROCMED
)
(FINE (person is-dry at work)
(person is-groomed before working)
(person is-dressed before arriving at job)
(person is-working on Job) ) J .
As the synthesis system begins to formulate a solution to
this problem, the WHERE portion of the specification is
assured to be established. This represents the starting point
cr start state for the synthesis system. The system then uses
its knowledge to transform the start state until all the
subgoals in the FIND portion of the specification are true.
Ibes all the conditions of the FINE portion are true, the
system has "synthesized" a solution.
let us go into more detail using the above example.
Suppose the synthesis system has the following operators:
(brush teeth), (drive to job), (dress), (shower), (shave), and
(start job). The overall job of the synthesis system is to
apply these operators in such a manner that the FIN! portion
is true. Here we get a glimpse at the nature of the "sequence
21

problem" in program synthesis. We see that scrre sequences
satisfy our problerr and some do not. for example, one possible
solution to the above specification right be (SHOWER) (SHAVE)
(ERTJSE TESTE) (BBESS) (ERIVE TC JCBMSTART JOI). We also note
that there are other possible solutions. For exarrple, two of
therr are:
(SEAVZ) (SHOWER) (3FUSE TEETH) ( EF.ESS )( IRIVE TO JOB)(START JC3)
and
(BRUSH TEITH)(SHAVE)(SHOWER)(ERESS)(ERIVE TC JOS) (START JC3).
In fact, the general form of a solution could he:
(SHOWER) (ERESS) (DRIVE TO JCE^ (START JOE). The
dashed lines indicate that any of the other operators could be
applied at that point; as long as each of the listed operators
occurred in the given sequence. This constrains a solution so
that a person is dry and dressed before getting to work.
Several important concepts can been seen from this
exarrple. First, there may be many solutions which satisfy the
specification. This leads to the concept of acceptable versus
unacceptable solutions. To ensure that a solution is an
acceptable one, the specification must constrain the proolem
in such a manner that the synthesis system provides the
desired one. In the above example, getting to work ar.d then
brushing ones teeth is an acceptable activity. If we review
the input/output specification, being fully groomed before
starting to work is not a constraint. Therefore, brushing
22

after arriving at work is an acceptable solution. T:.'e can see
that the specification [rust be stated in such a manner that
all acceptable solutions are allowed, but no others.
Another Important concept is the semantics of applying an
operator to its arguments. Consider the task (shave) for
instance. Vie must remember that tasks are associated with
actions. That is, a task requires that some test be dene to
establish the existence of sorre relationship and/or recuires
that sorre relationship be established. Therefore, a task or
subgoal is accomplished by applying operators to arguments.
Continuing with (shave), for example, if PICX-UF was an
operator then it nright be applied to the arguments BANE and
EAZCR, causing the HAM to grasp the RAZCH. Eut whatever
operator is used to perform "shaving", we .would like for it to
have a different meaning (result) for the argument of ''enrales
than it does for the argument of males. The set of
circumstances surrounding the amplication of an operator is
referred to as its context. We see then that the context
affects the application of the operator. Remember, physically,
the operator is a block of machine code. Therefore, in
general, if an operator has many contexts then these contexts
are embedded within the code that defines the operator. For *
example, we specify "what" (female or male) is to be shaved
and the operator acts accordingly.
Additionally, the effect that an operator has upon its
argurrent(s) is equally important. The synthesis system must
23

bave the ability to know this. Using our exairple, again, the
synthesis system rrust be able to determine that the secuence
(IR1SS) followed by (SEC'a'ER) causes clothing to be wet and,
therefore, an unacceptable solution because of the constraint
to get to work dressed and dry. Let us see how a synthesis
system might go about "knowing" this.
As stated earlier, the synthesis system "knows" the effect
cf applying an operator to its arguments. Assume that the
argument is a person. Further, assume that there is sorre list
where certain properties about person is recorded. Therefore,
when (dress) is applied to person, the property list of person
is checked to ensure that it meets certain conditions (e.g.,
not already dressed, awake, etc.). We assume that person meets
the necessary conditions for applying (dress). Then (dress)
causes the property list associated with person to be updated
with certain other properties (e.g., has on clothes, has on
shoes, etc.). With regards to the particular person that
(dress) has been applied to, (dress) changes to (DP.5SS) and
person has the property of being dressed.
Next, the operator (shower) is applied to person (i.e.,
the same person to which (dress) has been applied). The
operator ^shower) is designed to update the property list of
its argument, whereby, all objects defined by the "has-on"
relation, for exarrple, are changed to "is-dry" = false. Since
a goal is to have "is-dry" = true, the synthesis system can be
structured to not do actions that contradict a task it is to
24

achieve. So then, ty using certain data structures and knowing
"a priori" the affect of an operator, it is possible to
determine if a certain sequence of operators produce tne
desired result.
Finally, when all these concerns are considered in total,
we are able to determine the problerr dorrain of the synthesis
system. The problerr dorrain represents the kinds of problems
for which the synthesis syster can provide solutions
(prograrrs). For example, in the above example we might
consider the problerr dorrain of the hypothetical systerr to
cover the "morning grooving for adults". T#e specified adults
because our systerr does not handle infants - it dees not know
tow to "diaper" (dress) a baby. So in sorre sense, the problem
dorrain indicates the power of the synthesis systerr. As the
class of problems increase for which it c<±n provide solutions,
the power of the synthesis systerr increases.
This simplification cf tne program synthesis process has
shown the importance of the specification to the synthesis
system. In assuming the program synthesis systerr to te
powerful enough to achieve all the subgoals belonging to some
problem domain, it is clear that the specification rrust convey
the necessary tasks and constraints. A good set of
specification should be rrinimal and complete. That is, it has
no redundant pieces of information and the addition of any
information would either be redundant, or it would change the
originally described product to being something else.
25

I. benefits of Automatic Program Synthesis
Sirron in [lj points out that our basic understanding of
artificial intelligence depends or how well we can iefine the
protleir we are trying to solve. As such, automatic urogram
synthesis provides an excellent domain for experimentation
with problem representation. Simon feels that cur ability tc
extend AI in other ill-defined areas depends on our ability to
represent protlems. Further, this area offers excellent
cppcrtunties for situations where information and meanings
have to be communicated for a definite purpose (e.g., natural
language^. This capablitiy could also provide exciting new
possibilities for advancing general research by providing a
test bed for new ideas. The possi til ities are endless. 3ut the
most e-xciting, I think, is having an alternative method for




IV. STATEMENT CE TE1 F?.C3LEp-
P.. GENERAL
Chapters I and III of this thesis have provided us with an
intuition for what the "sequence problem" is. In this chapter,
we will state more precisely the "sequence problerr" associated
with automatic program synthesis, present the hypothesis of
this thesis, and give an overview of sorre of the important
work in automatic prograrr synthesis.
I. THE SEQUENCE rROELEM
let us agree that "programing" is a transf ormation of
ideas into sorre machine useable form that accomplishes a set
cf actions. 7cr those of us who have done programming, several
things about programming were quickly learned. First, we
learned that certain tasks within the program must be
accomplished before certain others if the program was to be
correct. This same requirement exists within an automatic
program synthesis system. Secondly, we learned that there are
often many different crderings of tasks that provide a
solution to the programming problem. Eut we alsc learned there
are many orderings that do not provide a solution. With these
ideas in mind, we can precisely state the "sequence problem".
The sequence problem associated with automatic program
synthesis is how to determine a correct ordering for
27

achieving, in the target language of the synthesis system, the
subgcals that comprise the FIND portion of a specification.
Obviously, if the ordering is followed we want it to provide a
solution to the problem, if a solution exists. Sut we also
would like a nrethod that can accomplish this without searching
through a combinatorial explosion of possibilities. Why? Let
us say that a protlem can be specified with sore finite
number, n. subgoals that comprise the Find portion of the
specification. Since there are n! orderings , as n gets
arbitrarily large we would like for cur method to stiii be
effective in obtaining a solution sequence.
C. PF.CBLIT STATEMNT
If we consider the nature of. program synthesis as given in
Chapter III, we will recall that the synthesis process begins
by acting upon the specification. "One of the principal
difficulties in top-down design is knowing how to decompose a
problem into subproblems. At present general knowledge of this
kind is intuitive and not in a form suitable for automation.
Bather than attempt to formalize this general knowledge we
focus on special ways to decompose a problem" [S 1 . The :"ocus of
this thesis is the problem of decomposing the given* prcclem
specification. Our goal is a method that considers the entire
specification before providing a sequence of
subspecif ications . Fach subspecification of the sequence
28

represents a subproblem, and the composition of their
solutions is a solution to the given problem specification.
I. HYPOTHESIS
The hypothesis of this thesis is as follows:
Ey extracting information contained within
the procedural specification, semantic
networks can be constructed and used to
determine a sequence for achieving subgoals
that, if followed, provides a solution tc
the procedural specification.
5 . 5ZVIF* CI RSC2NT WORK
Ad important and fundamental fact about program synthesis
was described by larstow in [9]. Barstow performed an
experiment based upon the observation that human programmers
know a lot about programming. He also noted that much of this
knowledge seems tc be independent of any particJlar
programming language. This knowledge comprises a variety of
concepts (e.g., sorting, pattern matching, sets), specific
implementation techniques (e.g., hashing, binary search,
quicksort), heuristics for suggesting implementation
techniques, and general strategies for various situations
(e.g., divide and conquer, greedy).
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larstcw used this inf ormation and developed a system,
called FECCS, which established a feasibility milestone for
automatic program synthesis. Earstow showed that human
knowledge about programing can be made precise enough that it
can te codified for machine (computer) usage. PICCS resulted
ir a 400 rule knowledge base system that constructed (i.e.,
not synthesized because the algorithm was supplied^ prc^:-=irs
through a gradual refinement approach; almost ail program
synthesis is done by gradual refinement.
^anna and Valdinger in [10] incorporated theorem proving,
unification techniques, mathematical induction, and
transformation rules within a single system. This provided
them with a simpler program synthesis structure. They make the
important claim that program synthesis systems always require
theorem provers. Also, they show that theorem provers capable
cf handling existsential quantifiers (e.g., there exist at
least one such item that makes this true) are important to the
ability to introduce recursion or iterative loops into a
program's structure.
Frobably the rrost acclaimed of all works concerning
automatic program synthesis is [5] by Yanna and. Waldinger.
jlrrorg this work's many important principles for synthesizing
iterative straight-line programs, is the concept cf protection
for achieving simultaneous goals. Waldinger in [8j shows that
protected relationships (those relationships needed tc prove
that some aspect of the program is true; should not be

violated (i.e., rrade to be false once established as t-ue},
even temporarily, tecause an infinite series of synthesis
actions could result.
From the preceding chapters of this thesis we have gained
an understanding for the important concept of sequencing as it
is associated to automatic program synthesis. Although much
work has teen done in the area of planning we will consider
Sacerdoti's work, namely that of [11] and [12]. In [11],
Sacerdoti developed a system, called NOAH (Nets of Action
S ierarcties ) , of techniques for generating a hierarchical pl<?n
capable of providing varir.g degrees of detail for any level
within the hierarchical plan. NCAF exploits the concept of
representing a plan as partially ordered sequences that
postpone ordering commitments until sufficient information
exists to determine the task order. Also, NCAE is c~pa v:i2 o^
reviewing and improving its plan. The plan uses a structure
called a procedural net. The net is a graph structure whose
nodes represent actions at varying levels of details,
organized into a hierarchy of partially ordered time
sequences. A significant contribution of Sacerdoti's work: is
viewing information at appropriate levels of detail for the
purpose of determining a sequence for achieving tas:^s.
In [12], he applies NCAP to the Ilocfcs World problem
domain and solves Sussman's Anomaly, a classic nonlinear
problem in automatic program synthesis. The nonlinear nature

cf this problem will be explained in Chapter VI, where we
present the protlem in detail.
Sussman in [13] presents a program called EACKIP that is
capable of doing limited program synthesis. EACK2E disc
displays the ability to learn from previous mistakes by
viewing debugging dS a positive set of circumstances. That is,
when trying to extend code for some new situation, the reason
for the failure is located and the old cede is extended as a
result of locating the reason for failure. "The old cede
serves as a 'plan' for the new code" [13]. The HACK!" , system
simulates a robot and a table with clocks on it; the roeot
rroves the blocks according to some set of rules fcr the
purpose of achieving some specified goal state.
Today, however, only small and rather simple problems ca?
te synthesized. ^ar.y exoerts acknowledge the difficulty
associated with synthesizing large problems like operating
systems but feel that someday this kind of expertise in
Artificial Intelligence will be in place. In fact, "many of
the experts believe that the artificial intelligence c *"
rracbines will one day surpass the natural intelligence of man
. .
[2]." Cn the other hand, many experts express their
disappointment about what Artificial Intelligence has actually
delivered when compared to its initial claims and the
expectations of these anxiously waiting for AI products. As
such, we see that the opinions vary greatly about what is or
is not possible within and by AI, a reason fcr continued
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research, iut certainly all seer to agree that the za-o between






The following rrethods will be used to extract information
frorr the procedural specification, construct a graph-like
structure called a semantic network, iupose levels onto the
semantic network, and derive a sequence of specif icaticn s that
satisfies the original procedural specification, if such a
sequence exists. Mlsson in [14] defines a semantic network
(henceforth called a semantic net) as a collection of
predicate calculus expressions represented by a graph
structure. For the purpose of this thesis, the predicate
calculus expressions that constitute the semantic net will be
the relationships contained in the procedural specification.
foe will assume that the procedural specification consist
cf unary and binary relationships. Thus, the relational
operators can be represented by labeled crcs; the tail cf the
arc leaves the node representing the first argurrent, and the
head of the arc enters the node representing the second
argument. For example, if CP is a relational operator And ARG1
and ARG2 are arguments, then a subgoal of tne procedural
specification would be denoted as (OF ABG1 AEG2). In the case
cf a unary relationship, a dummy argument is used as the first
argurrent, namely rUYKY. 3y introducing the dummy argument for
unary relationships all relationships share the same format.
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The following abstractions are irrposed onto the sen-antic
net. First, we irrpose on it the concept of level that is
associated with tree type structurces. 'tie also impose the idea
that an arc's level designation is determined by the level on
which its entering (terminal) node resides. For exajple, if a
terminal node resides on level 1 of the senantic net, then all
arcs entering that node are designated as belonging to level 1
cf the semantic net. The BUfTY node always exists in the
semantic net and is at level zero. An example of a semantic
net with levels, the motivation for the idea of levels, and a
definition' for computing the level of a node are presented in
the next of this thesis.
3. AN EXAPPLI FPC3LE.V
For an example problem, suppose we are given the following
procedural specification:
[(WE5H5 (CP1 A E)(CP2 E C)(CP3 5 D)(0P4 D C))
(IINI (OP5 C 3)(CPe C A) (OP? EUMMT DiQtB i r ) (OPS A D))]
Also, for any program synthesis system, the number of
relational operators that are available for specifying the

specification is finite; the program synthesis system is
finite. Note that CP7 is a unary relational operator and
different *rom the other operators because they are binary.
Becall that the WBIP.I portion of the procedural
specification refers to the current start state and the JINL
portion refers to the goal state. A semantic net is
constructed for each, which we call the Where-net and
Mnd-net, respectively.
1 . Net Construction
let us begin by constructing the Where-net; the
lind-net is similarly constructed. We arbitrarily get a
subgoal and transform it into its representative nodes ana arc
form, which we will refer to as a "labeled c rc". tfe refer tc
it as a "labeled arc" because we want to be able to identify
and associate each arc of the net with the subgoal it
represents in the specification. As such, a unique value is
assigned to the subgoal, ana the same value is assigned to its
corresponding arc. We adopt the scheme of assigning the
positive integer i to the i-th subgoal placed mtc the
semantic net. This same notion can be extended if multiple
arcs are created by a subgoal.
We get the first subgoal, convert it to its arc/node
form and label its arc with the value 1. We then place the
non-terminal (source) node on level d (zero) and the terminal
node on level 1 of the semantic net. We then connect these
nodes with an arc and assign the arc its unique value. The
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next subgoal is selected and transformed into its crc / noce
structure in the same way. If neither of its nodes exist in
the sen-antic net, then it toe is placed into the net in the
sarre manner as the first subgoal. Otherwise, one or both nodes
exist in the net and the following is done.
Let us consider the case where only one node of the
current labeled arc exists in the net. If the source node for
the current subgoal we are attempting to connect exists in the
net, then we place the terminal node on the next higher level
and connect them with the current arc, giving it its unique
arc value. If the terminal node exists and is not on level I
,
then the terminal is on level i and we place the source node
en level i-1 and rrake the connection. Otherwise, the terminal
node is at level 0.- In this case, the terminal node ana ail of
its descendant nodes are placed on the next higher levels
(i.e., increase each of these nodes' level designation'. The
source node is placed on level Z and connected to its terminal
node "by its labeled arc.
When both nodes of the current subgoal already exist
in the net there is the potential for causing a loop or cycle
in the net. We first consider the case where no loop is formed
in the semantic net (i.e., the terminal node is not on the
path from the root to the source node). >^hen the nodes of the
current subgoal exist in the net and the terminal node is on a
higher level, then the arc is connected and labeled.
Otherwise, the terminal node is on the same or lower level. In
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this case, the terminal node and all of its descendants are
placed on the next higher level and the connection is ~ade
accordingly. Eecause we impose the restriction that a terminal
node rust reside on a level greater than any of its source
nodes, loops must te handled in a different manner.
For the case where an arc/node structure causes a loop
in the semantic net, the loop is "localized" to reside on the
highest level for which a node in the path of the locp is a
terminal node, anc its incorring arc is not on tne oath of the
loop. By localizing, we mean placing all the nodes in the
loop, and their respective labeled arcs, on the atove
determined level of the semantic net. The descendant nodes of
the nodes in the loop are likewise adjusted to reside en their
appropriate level. If there is no incoming arc into the loop,
then the localized locp will reside on level 1 of the semantic
ret. Figure *.l shows an exampiirg of localizing a loop.
As a result of localizing a loop, the set of nodes a^d
arcs that form the loop are considered as a single entity.
That is, if one node is caused to reside on some higher level,
then all other nodes will reside on the new level. lescendant
nodes are adjusted to appropriate levels based en the
conditions caused by localizing..
Also, arc/node structures that are duplicate are net
allowed in the net and are considered to te redundant
















sarre terminal and source nodes and the same binary operator
and that already exists in the semantic net.
Once the semantic net has been constructed arcs are
considered to be undirected. lirected arcs help to staolize
the structure by providing the organization necessary to
partition subgoals into a partial ordering. The directed arc
causes the task to be pushed into an "execution time frame."
for example, s9 and s3 are subgoals that reside on level 9 and
level 3 of the sarre semantic net, respectively. If seme sj is
irtroduced in the net that has as its source node the terminal
ncde of s9 and has as its terminal node the source node of s3,
then the subgoal s3 would be pushed to level 10 of the
semantic net. The motivation for this idea is given below when
we interpret the semantic net. Figure 5.2 shows the 'v'here-net
and Find-net for our exarrple.
2. Interpreting T he Semantic Net
After constructing the Where-net and the Find-net,
there is enough information to determine the sequence for
accomplishing the subgoals. At this point, most of the
emphasis is placed on the Find-net. The Where-net is used to
establish existing relationships of the current world view,
and is updated to reflect the accomplishments gained in
determining the order for a subgoal. However, the reasoning
language will use both nets to deduce knowledge.
This knowledge represents the manner in which the













Where-net and Find-net for Example Problem
M

affects tte ability to update the Vnhere-.net with the remaining
subgoals of the Sind-net. The essence of this knowledge is to
determine if prerequisite conditions are needed sc that a
subgoal froir the find-net can be included into the Where-net,
ard/or determine if subgoals are oermissible under the rules
that define the problem domain. These features of the
reasoning language will be shown in the presentation of
specific examples of the next chapter. This brings us to the
two aspects of the Find-net that need interpreting, which are:
the levels of the net, and the arcs that span the same level
of the net.
a. Interpreting the Levels of the Net
The general interpretation given to levels is that
subgoals .on a lower level (i.e., closer to the root' a^e
required to be achieved before achieving these subgoals of a
higher level. This interpretation assumes that the
intermediate argument "b" of the transitive property will
somehow be modified if aRb is achieved. Pecall that aRb
equates itself to an arc/node structure of the semantic net
which itself equates to a subgoal of the procedural
specification. This approach is conservative from the view
that if the subgoal defined by aRb modifies its argument b,
thee the subgoal defined by bRc will have already inherited
the rrodif icat ion . Specifically, however, the Find-net in
Sigure 5.2 shows that subgoal 1 and subgoal 2, denoted by II
and F2, are to be achieved before all others. Then, in seme
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crder to fce determined later, F4 , F3 and F5 are to be
achieved. In short, we have determined which subgoals belong-
to "level 1 tasking" of the original problem.
The graphical representation of this information
is the ANI/CE graph shown in Figure 5.3(a) below. Figure
5.3(h) is the general form of the ANE/CR graph produced by the
methods described in this thesis. The interpretation given to
this graph is that each leaf node represents a subgoal for the
synthesis system. We can also see that a leaf node can be
composed of several subgoals from the FINE portion of the
procedural specification. The root node of the AM/CH graph
represents the procedural specification. The sequence we have
sought after is the left-to-right ordering of the leaf nodes
in. the ANT/OP graph. If we use the graph of 5.3(b), then the
sequence is achieve Al and then achieve A2 and then achieve A3
etc
.
b. Interpreting Subgoals Spanning the
Same level
To sequence subgoals on the same level of a
semantic net requires a large amount of knowledge about the
problem domain. For example, such a capability is dependent
upon "knowing" the me*anings of all the possible connections
that are allowed en a level within a semantic net. The
synthesis system must be able to "know" how these connections
impact the solution. For example, suppose we are given two
















given one relation which states that block b is on the top of
tlock a. Also, suppose another relation, belonging to the Same
procedural specification, states that block a is en the top of
tlock b. When we consider each relation (sub,sroal) separately
it represents a valid condition, and one that is possible to
achieve. However, when we consider these subgoals together
they represent an invalid condition (i.e., only one block cai
be on top) and the reasoning language must be able to "know"
this.
Additionally, the number of nodes residing on a
level represent the number of parallel processes that are
possible during the processing of a particular level. Each
process consists of or is defined by the subgoals (i.e.,
arc/ncde structures) for which the node in question is the
terminal node. Within Chapter VI we will see how knowledge
specific to a problem domain is applied to subgoals of the
same level. Figure 5.4 shows all the possible isomorphic
connections that are possible in a semantic net when using
only two subgoals. There specific interpretations are
dependent upon the task-specific knowledge called critics that
are associated with a particular problem domain. We will
consider what these networks rrean within a specific problem
domain in the next chapter of this thesis.
In general, however, critics are applicable for
use with the reasoning language or target language. These
critics are the conditions or circumstances for applying or
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not applying a certain sequence of operators. Simply, critics
provide the strategy or control structure for the detail
aspects of some problem domain. They are the "fine tuning"
rrechanism for the overall or mere general control strategy
chosen to perform automatic program synthesis synthesis. In
[5], r*anna and Waldinger refer to critics as strategic
conditions. Sacerdoti [10 and 11 J and Sussman [12] refer to
such an approach as the criticism approach.
An obvious concern at this point is how do we
consider loops. A loo? is considered to be a grcuD cf sub goals
coupled sufficiently tight that this method is unable to
sequence
.
c Isolating Information Relevant To a Subgoal
Information relevant to any subgoal contained
within the specification is easily obtained. 3y relevant we
rrean possibily impacting the result or ability to achieve some
condition. Again, observe Figure 5.2 above. To obtain all
relevant information about a subgcal, say, F4 for instance,
its arc is located by using the enumeration value assigned to
the subgoal. The terminal nodes of the subgoal are then
located in the semantic net. From those applicable nodes, the
list of values of arcs along the path(s) tack to the root of
the net represent all the information relevant to that
subgcal. In this particular case we see that all the other












let us consider the above interpretations . The overall
scheme is based upon the notion referred to herein is the
"transitive interplay of subgcals". rrfhen we eidirine the
criterion of achieving subgoals belonging to level i before
those of level i+1, we imply that the sutgoals of level i
impact the achievement of the overall goal before those <?oals
belonging to level i+1. Therefore, there is the requirement tc
put in place, first, those foundational "things" of level i.
What are those "things"? They are relationships. The
semartic net is constructed frorr relationships that corrprise
the procedural specification. As we focus upon the Find-net,
we see that it does rrore than state relationships which
represent a problem solution. It also implies the usage of a
certain set of operators. That is, to achieve the relationship
only certain operators are appiicaole because operators are
limited by the arguments they are defined over and their
resulting action - making true certain protected
relationships.
That information is then incorporated into the reasoning
language of the synthesis system in the following manner.
Since arcs correspond to relations aad. the nodes correspond to
arguments, the attributes or properties of arguments are
"reasoned" in the reasoning language to determine if the
prerequiste condition(s) exist(s) or are needed in achieving a
subgcal. likewise, when multiple relations affect a node the
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same strategy exists. The only difference in this Cdse is the
set of applicable operators rray have increased, in number.
Ey imposing the notion of direction or flow onto tne
binary relational operators, we can create mappings as
0P(X N > Y
just as f ( x) > y is normally considered in functional
notation, we then connect these mappings, and tne resulting
semantic network shows the transitive affect of operators upon
arguments. To explain what we mean by the term "transitive
affect", we refer to the definition of the transitive property
of a binary relation. Formally, the transitive property is
defined as: if aRb and bEc then aRc, where R is sere relation
over A x 3, and a and b of aRb are elements of the set of
objects A. and 3, respectively. rVe extend R to be sorre family
or set of relations over a problem domain for which the
synthesis system has been designed. This extension increases
the arbitrariness of the relations R that compose the formal
definition of transitivity. That is, if aRb and bRc then aRc
means each "l" of the transitive definition may in fact ce
different from each other.
^Furthermore, if we transform the antecedent of the
transitive definition (i.e., the If-Clause) into mappings and
construct a network we obtain the following:
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P(a) > b and R(t)
Rl P2
where Rl and R2 are rrerrbers of the set R of relations for the
problem domain. The interpretation given to the consequence of
the definition aPc is: the relation aRb is necessary to the
relation tRc because the reasoning language assures that it
possible for the target language to modify the intermediate
argument "t" as a result of achieving c.R'c. Stated in a
different way, through " b" the relation bRc inherits any
possible changes that previous operations might have caused to
occur to the arguuent "b".
let us consider the following. First, subgoals direct the
synthesis system to accomplish some task. In so doing, it
produces associated blocks of code, represented as si, which
has its associated protected relationships, denoted as rl. If,
we assume that the synthesis system is able to process tne
entire set S of sutgools that comprise the procedural
specification, then a program P is derived.
We assume that program F satisfies S. Therefore, P is made
up cf the sequence of blocks of cede C for which no
contradiction or violations exist.
Consider a procedural specification where two subgcals, si
and sJ, comprise the Find-net. When each subgoal is
accomplished, its accompanying protected relationships are
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also established , namely rl end rJ. Since relationships are
statements about arguments, a violation can occur only if si
and sJ contained a mutual argument, implied or explicitly
stated. Similarly, if an argument is only contained within one
subgcal, then no circumstance for contradiction exist.
I. ALGORITHM
The following algorithm is used to describe more precisely
the methods for determining the sequence for achieving the
sub-goals contained in the procedural specification. The
algorithm assumes that subgoals are represented as binary
relations. Acronyms, variable names, data structures and the
like will be as consistent as possible tc previously used
names and terms within this thesis.
We. will show in Chapter VI how task-specific knowledge is
incorporated into the structure of SECANTIC-S IQ . Again, our
aim is rot to present a ^ully detailed reasoning system. We
are concerned with the treatment cf the entire problem
specification and the usefulness of the semantic net in
determining a sequence of subspeci fi cat ions .
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SEMANTIC-SEQ is the global control procedure for finding
our desired sequence. Its input is the procedural
specification of the original problem and name of the problem
domain, and its output is a sequence of specifications ,
whereby tie sequential achievement of the first, second, etc.
specification, in that order, lead to d solution. The semantic
nets (i.e., Where-net and Find-net) are represented as
adjacency lists.
Algorithm SEMANTIC -SECj ( specification, prob-domain )
begin
Where-por < WHFPE portion of specification;





REASON (\* he re -ne t , Find-net, prob-domain);
WRITF-SFIC(Vhere-por, Find-por, Find-net);
end SEMANTIC-SEC ( soecif i ca tl on )
*9

3UILT-SNET constructs the appropriate semantic net from
the accorpaning ccnstraint portion (the WHIR! portion cr the
I INI portion) of the procedural specification. SNET is the
constructed semantic net that is produced by BUILD-SNET. The
semantic net is constructed by placing the binary relations in
the adjacency list using CONNECT.




while Cpen-list not empty do;
begin
fcinary-rel < first conjunct of Open-list;





end BUIII-SNIT ( SNet )
c-x

CONNECT converts the binary reldticn into its arc/node
forir and places it into the adjacency list. Lines 4 through 10
are concerned if toth nodes already exist in the net. If so,
and the binary operator is already in the label function,
IAEil, for that pair of nodes, then a duplicate arc exist.
lines ? and 8 determine if this arc will create a loop, if so,
an error condition.
IINKSNet ,node ) is a boolean function that returns TRUE if
node is on the adjacency list SNet. Otherwise, it returns
FAISI.
LEVELNU!* ( node ) returns the level that a node resides on in
the semantic net
.
IIVILSfillK SNet( node) , level-designation) rroves all nodes
en a list that have the sare level designation tc an
appropriate level (i.e., higher than any of its source nodes)
and perforrrs the necessary housekeeping like updating the
IA3I1 and IEVEL functions.
IAEIL
(
source , terminal) is a function that labels the edge
between the nodes source and terminal (i.e., the relational
operator) .
IEVTL (level-designat ion ) contains all the binary relations



















Procedure CONNECT ( SNet, Dinary-rel \
be^in
bin-op < binary operator of binary-rel?
source < argl of binary-relj
terrrinal < ar§2 of binary-rei;




source, terminal) equal bin-op then
epbob-betubn;
i f terrrinal on the path from root
to source then
LOCALIZE (SNet , binary-rel )
;
if LEVZLNUM (source) not less than
LEVELNUM( terrrinal ) then
LEVELSEIET(SNet (terrrinal) pLEVELNUr^ source) ) J
e n d
else-if IINKSNet , source) then
LEVELNUm: (terminal) < LEVELNUr: ( source ) + 1
else-if IINKSNet .terminal ) then
if LEVELNUr* ( terminal ) not equal zero then
LEVELNUr ^source) < LEVELNUM ( terminal ) - 1
else
begin
LEVELNUffsource) < Z ;






18. LIVIINUM(source) < 2 ;
IS. LIVHNUM(terrrindl) < 1 ;
end;
20. ddd terminal to SNet(source);
21. add the list "headed" by terrrinal to SNet
such that SNet ( terminal ) exists in SNet;
22. add tin-op to LA3EL( source , terrrinal ) ;
23. add tinary-rel to Level (LEVELNUtf( terrrinal ))
;
24. return;
end CONNECT ( SNet )
BIASON(SNetl ,Level-SNet2,?rob-dorrain) achieves the
subgoals contained in the Level structure of S.\et2 'i.e., the
5ind-net) by incorporating them in SNetl. SNetl represents the
start state. Line ? determines the manner in which the
sutgcals will be retrieved frorr the Jind structure. Such a
rranrer is problet domain dependent. Line 9 of P.EASON
determines if the subgoal causes a violation by reviewing the
effect of the binary relation with the particuair "'jritics
gallery" defined for seme some problem domain.
When the Hold-List is empty, all sutgoals have been
successfully placed or achieved in the SNetl. Line 14
determines if any prerequisites can be achieved from any of
the sutgools that were prevented from being achieved in SNetl.
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Not being able to establish any prerequisites reans tnat the
synthesis systerr is net able to continue the process (i.e.,
those subgoals on the Eold-List can not te incorporated into
the SNetl). Lines 15 and 16 show how the FIND portion of the









Procedure 3EASCN ( SNetl, Level-SNet2, Prob-dorain )
begin






while SirrLevel not empty do
begin
binary-rel < CBITIC-2( SimLevel ,Prob-domain )
;
delete binary-rel frorr start of SirrLevel;
if CONFLICTS (binary-rel, Frob-domain) then
add binary-rel to Eold-List and.
add established prerequisites cf
binary-rel to Invariant-list
else
update SimNet with binary-rel?
end;




14. if GENEEATE(prerequisite, Hold-List ) then
begin
It. add prerequisite and Invariant-list to
appropriate level of Le"vel-SNet2»




17. LOOP <— - falsi;
end
15. OUTPUT no solution, current value of Eold-List and
IS. EPROR-RETUFN
;
end REASON ( SNet2, Level-SN et2 )
WRITE-S¥EC is the output function of SEMANTIC-SEC. The
where-por represents the WHERE portion of the original
procedural specification. Level-SNet2 is the goal state that
has teen possibly modified "by adding "prerequisite sutgods"
and ordered in a sequence that if solved by the synthesis









Procedure taF.ITI-SPFC ( where-por, find-por,
Level-SNet2 )
begin
I < starting level value for Fir.d-net





while Working-SNet2 not eirpty do
begin
add all tinary-rel of level I of
Vorking-SNet2 to next-goal-list J
delete level I fror Worfcing-SNet2
;
output ' [(WEIKI', st art-goal-list, ')(? I NE',
next- goal-list,')]';
update value of I;
start-goal-list < next-goal-list;
end;
output '[(V/KZPE' , start-goal-list , ') (FINP',
orig-gOdl-list,')J ';




VI. APPLICATION CF rETECDS IN TES BLOCKS tfORLI
A. GINEPAI
The methods developed in Chapter V for determining a
sequence frorr the subgoals of a procedural specification will
be applied to the problem domain called the Blocks World. Two
examples are presented. The first is a classic one that has
come to be known as Sussman's Anomaly [13]. It represents the
utility of these methods with nonlinear kinds of problems, the
achieving of one subgoal inhibits the achieving of another
even though a solution still exist to the protlem. The second
exarrple is also of Sussman's. It shows the ease with which the
prerequisites can be incorporated into these methods in order
to expand the protlem domain (i.e., increase the power cf the
synthesis system)
.
We proceed in this chapter to describe the Blocks World,
state its rules, and give the semantics of some 31ocks World
operators. We then follow with some tas*v-specif ic knowledge
for the Blocks World which allows us to then rrake specific
interpretations about possible connections between arc -node
structures in the semantic net as it pertains to the Blocks
World. These things having been presented, the methods are
then applied to two examples.
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Important ly , however, the aim is not to develop or present
a complete reasoning language for the Hocks World; that
rrisses the point. Sather the goal is to show that it is
possible to consider the procedural specification "in toto",
and sequence all the "pieces" of the specification in such a
way that these sequenced "pieces", if solved, provide a
solution to the problem.
I. TEI E1CCKS WCBLE
The scenario of the 3locks World environment is a table
with blocks on it and a robot that moves the blocks. Tne
problem domain is characterized as leaving tne problem
"reasonably" complete. That is, the Find or ^Odl portion of
the procedural specification is only concerned with a part of
the universe of discourse; the other olocks are left to tne
discretion of the robot. Under such circumstances, the robot
leaves all unspecified blocks on the table.
1
. Rules of the Slocks 'vcrli
The rules of the 31ocks World are as follows:
- operators for moving objects allow
only one object to be moved at a time




- no two objects can occupy the sare
space during the sane tirre.
- if either of the two atove rules is
violated an error results.
2 . Semantics of the Blocks World
Tbe rreanings of the relational operators of the
reasoning language and the operators of the target language o
the synthesis systerr for the Blocks Aorla are as follows:
operator rreaning
is-on Given that two blocks exist,
(is-on a b) is true if block a is
upon block b. Otherwise (is-on a D)
is false. (is-on a a) is vacuously
true for any bloc/C a.
is-clear (is-clear a) is true if and
only if (is-on a a) is the only
true is-on relationship. To keep
the binary format, (is-clear EUMn a)
is equivalent to (is-clear a).
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put-on (put-on a b) causes block a to
be placed upcn block b. Implies
that (is-on a b) is then true.
clear (clear d) rerrove all other blocks
from the top of block a. Irrplies that
(is-on a a) is the only is-on
relationship true for block a.
tohen we speak of the semantics of an operator we are not only
addressing the actions performed but also we are addressing
the relationships that can be known or derived if the operator
is applied to some environment.
C. TASK-SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE
As stated earlier any problem domain will require its cwr.
task-specific knowledge. These pieces of knowledge are called
critics and are used in solving particular instances from the
problem space of the chosen domain. F.emember, our concern is
not the synthesis of machine code for seme target language. >/e
are concerned with instances of reasoning from the reasoning
language. That is, what are the domain particular kinds of
information we need to decompose protlems into sutprobiems?
Bence, the critics herein refer to the reasoning language of
the 31ocks World. The desire is to employ those critics that
have the widest scope of applicability over tne domain? we
€3

want to keep the critics gallery as sirall as possible for
obvious reasons (e.g., search).
The critics suggested for use with these methods are
simple and general in nature. They are:
Critic-1 - no relation (suogoal) froir the
lind-net is allowed to be included in the
#here-net that hinders or violates the
inclusi-on of some other relation of the
Find-net
.
Critic-2 - sequence plans begin frorr tne
bottom of the tree (i.e., frorr
the largest level number).
Critic-2 - establish as many prerequisites of tne
5ind-net as possible without impeding any sufcgoal.
Hecall the procedure REASON of SIMANTIC-SIQ. In
particular, lines ?, 9 and 14 of REASON represent Critic-2,
Critic-1 and Critic-3, respectively. Line 7 results in-
starting the reasoning process from the bottom cf tne net by
extracting subgoals from the level list having the largest
level designation.
line £ results in the following. If the current sub-goal
violates a prerequisite needed to achieve the Find-net, then
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that action is not allowed. Note that CONFLICTS coulo. contain
isolated procedures for many problem domains. We assume that
each operator in the Blocks World has created for it an a ad,
delete and precondition lists of [15]. That is, when an
operator of the reasoning language is applied it deletes all
relations on its delete list from the global protect list that
represents the current state, and adds all relations on its
add list to the protect list. Therefore, we might have the
simple structure:




If element of Delete-list for binary-rel
rratch element of Frotect-list
Then









line 14 of SEASON represents the effect of employing
Critic-3. Some violation was possible which caused a subgoal
to te placed on the Hold-List. Other critics have been unable
to achieve the final goal state (i.e., incorporate all the
subgoals of the lind-net without an in tervent ior. cf a critic).
Therefore, the requirement is to determine a prerequisite that
is needed to estatlish the goal state. Therefore, G1NIEATI is
as fellows:





pointer < start of Fold-List;
while (not end-of-Eold-li st AM prerea equal null) do
binary-rel < next subgoal on Fold-List;
update pointer to next goal;
bin-op < op of binary-rel
argl < first argument of tinary-rei;
arg2 < second argument of binary-rel;
Case tin-op of
( is-clear) :
If find (clear arg2) on where-list Level (1)
then





prereq < (clear arg2);




If find (is-on argl arg2) on the where-level list
Level ( Level nur (arg2)
)
then
add (is-on argl arg2) to invariant-list
el se
"begin




add (clear arg2) and (clear argl) to
invariant-list;
prereq < (put-on argl arg2)»
add prereq to prereq-list;
end




add (clear arg2) to invariant-list;
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prereq < (clear argl);
add Drereq to prereq-list;
end




add (clear arg2) to invariant-list;
prereq < (clear arg2)»
add prereq to prereq-list;
end
Use
prereq < (clear argl) and
(clear arg2)
end If-then-else-if ;




If prereq equal null
then
return (GENERATE < FALSE)
else




A point to be gained frorr GENERATE is that ether reasoning
operators for the 31ocks World, as well as other aoTains
, can
te easily added as the scope of the problem domain or
synthesis systeir increases. Additionally, and as well as being
a fine point, when a prerequisite is generated it is generated
in tern's of the target language. In this case and frorr the
perspective of the reasoning language, the generated
prerequisite is a condition that rust be accomplished.
Therefore, the reasoning systeir issues a corrrrand (i.e.,
achieve this goal: put-on, clear, etc.).
I. INTERPRETING TEE SEMANTIC NETWORK
let us consider what Figure 5.3 rreans in the 31ocks ..orld.
Eigure 6.1 shows the possible isomorphic nets with their
associated Slocks World interpretation when using only two















Blocks World Interpretation of Isomorphic




The procedural specification of Sussman 's Anomaly is*
[(VIE5EE (is-cn c a)(is-clear c)(is-clear b))
(TINI (is-on a b)(is-on b c))]
figure 6.2 shows the anorraly in the Blocks *orld forrrat















Sussman ' s Anomaly in Semantic Net Format
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let us consider the nonlinear nature of Sussman's Anomaly.
If either conjunct (subgoal) is independently achieved then it
trust he undone in order to achieve the remaining subgoal.
Also, as the first achieved subgoal is undone to achieve the
second subgoal, an infinite loop of robot actions is created.
This is the protlem which Sussiran's EACKFE could not optimally
solve [12]. Again, we can see why Waldinger in [8] insists
upon protected relationships not being temporarily violated.
Two things are obvious at this point. First, the proDlem
is solvable? we place block c on the table, then place block b
or block c and then place block a on block b. Second, cur
critics help provide a solution. Let us see why.
First, from the procedural specification we can easily see
that our methods will correctly construct the semantic nets
for the anorraly. let us see how. SEMANTIC-SEC is invoked with
the procedural specification for Sussman's Anorraly. The two
constraints of the specification are somehow isolated an^
assigned to the variables Where-por and Find-pcr. Then, for
each constraint, a semantic net is constructed by invoking
IUIIE-SNET. To construct the Where-net, EUILD-SNET is given
the parameters "Where-net " and " Where-por" . "Where -net" is the
name that will be given to the constructed semantic net.
" Where-por" is the specification to 'which "Where-net" is to oe




We have now reached line 3 of SEMANTIC-SEQ . BUIID-SMT is
invoked, Ke see that EUIID-SNET begins by initializing the
adjacency list " Where-net" , and placing "Where-por" in a list
structure. We see that EUILD-SNIT takes each conjunct
(subgoal) and places it in the semantic net by invoking
CCNMCT in line 6 of EUILE-SNIT. Note that EUILE-SNIT ends its
execution when the list structure "Open-list" is errpty.
Up to this point we have invoked SlfANTIC-SIQ with the
procedural specification for Sussman's Anomaly. It assigned
the two constraints to variables, and is in the process cf
placing the first subgoal of the Where portion of the
specification intc the semantic net "Where-net". Line £ of
BUIII-SNIT has now executed.
CONNECT begins by decomposing the binary relation (i.e.,
subgoal) and assigning the its parts to variables, lines 1
through 3. lines 4 through 10 are concerned with conditions
when both arguments of the binary relation exist in the
semantic net. Since this is the first connection, processing
is continued. Since neither node exists in the net. the levels
on which the source node and the terminal node will reside are
recorded, lines 18 and 12 respectively. The actual placement
of the subgoal into the semantic is accomplished in lines 20
and 21. Then the labeling of the arc is accomplished, followed
by placing the entire relation on a list structure that
corresponds to the level of the terminal node (i.e., the
subgcal is on level 1) in lines 22 and 22, respectively. Then
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in line 24 control is returned to the caller, iUILI-SNIT. At
this point, the first subgoal, namely (is-on c a), has ceen
placed in the Where-net named "'*here-net " at level 1.
Control is passed to BUILD-SNET. Since "Cpen-list" is not
errpty, the next subgoal is retrieved frorr it and then deleted
frorr it. Control now passes back to CONNECT.
The status of "Where-net" is that it has one connection in
it, narrely (is-on c a). Note that EUfMY always exists in the
net at level 0. The next subgoal to te placed in the net is
(is-clear c), although we use its equivalent form (is-clear
lUPNY c). The subgoal is decomposed as usual but en this pass
of 3UILI-SMT, both nodes already exist in the semantic net.
Therefore, lines 4 through 10 are executed.
The condition (i.e., both nodes of the current subgoal
exist in the net) of line 4 is true. So then, at line 5 a
ehec 1* is rade to see if the current subgoal is a duDlicate. It
is net because there is no label "TTJMMY.c" in the labeling
function IA3EL ( source, tertrinal ) . Then, goin,? on to line ? of
IUIII-SNIT we check tc see if this connection will cause a.
loop in the semantic net. It will not, so we do not localize
the loop.
Continuing with CCNMCT, the condition in line 9 is tested
and is true. Therefore, our first subgoal is shifted to the
next level (i.e., node c is moved to level 1 and node a is
rroved to level 2) and the appropriate updating of data
structures is accomplished to reflect the move. Then control
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transfers to line 21 and the connection tetween LUM*Y <=nd node
c is vade. Figure 6.3 shews the current state of the Where-net








Current State of Net for Sussman's Anomaly
fz

Since the Open-list" of EUILE-SN2T has one retraining
subgoal, CCNNICT is invoked again. This causes "Cper.-list" to
become errpty. Since ncde b is not in the seirantic net, control
passes to lines 11 and 12. The level designation of the
terminal is placed on the next higher level frorr the source,
since it is the source node rUrTY that exists in the net.
Afterwards, the connection is rade between EUMMY and ncde b
and control then passes to 3UILI-SN3LT. Since "Cpen-list" is
new errpty. control now. goes bdek to SEMANTIC-SIC.
The Where-net "Where-net" has now teen completely
constructed. Therefore, in SZFANTIC-SEC line 4 is executed and
a corresponding seirantic net is constructed for the Find-net










At this point in the Algorithm S EMANTIC-SF.Q , both semantic
sets have teen constructed. The tasks left to be acconpl ished
are to "reason" the sequence of specifications, if possible,
and output their. This puts us at line 5 of SETA NTIC-SK. We
see that the procedure PIASON is invoiced using the two newly
constructed serrantic nets, "^here-net" and "Find-net"
respect ively.
Since the task at hand is to "reason", let us see what
pieces of information (i.e., data structures, rules, etc.) are
available to perform reasoning. Figure 6.5 shows the data
structures available as a result of constructing the semantic
rets .
Additionally, there is the task-specific knowledge that is
available that we refer to "in toto" as the Critics Sallery.
As stated, the critics we present are concerned with the
"reasoning" aspects of the proolem. Again, the goal here is to
shovi that semantic nets can be used to determine a sequence of
specifications .
Note that our overall strategy is to start from the bottom
cf the net in determining our sequence. This information is
provided by Critic-2. The reason for this information is
simple. Since we are constructing something physical, the top
-of the goal state represented by the Find-net corresponds to
the top of that physical structure. In our particular case,
the top of the semantic net represents the top of the





















































































no provision to suspend blocks in mid-eir, we begin
construction of the goal state frorr the ground (cotton - of the
semantic net) upward as we do with most other physical
construction (e.g., cars, houses, etc.).
As such, an updating of the Where-net will be attempted to
reflect the achieving of the subgoal (is-on b c) from the
Find-net. This update causes an intervention from the critics
gallery, namely Critic-1. If the update (is-on b c) is allowed
in the Where-net, then the subgoal (is-on a b) will be
impeded. This could be reasoned from the following facts
(possible implementation scheme for Critic-1):
- to establish (is-on a b), the indegree of node a
must be zero (i.e., (is-clear a) "is true),
and the same must be true for node b.
- the path length from node a to the root
was 1 and now it is 2 which impedes a
prerequisite of (is-clear a) if (is-on a b)
can be achieved.
let us see how these conditions can be "reasoned". The
prerequisites for an "is-on" relation exist if both arguments
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of the relation are on level 1 of the 'Level-SNet 1 and are
both contained in en "is-clear" relation. We see in Figure 6.£
that such is the case. So then, the subgoal (is-on o c) can oe
accorrplished .
For the next condition, we find what level node a is on by
IIVIINUf(a). Then it is determined if node a is en the path of
node c. This is also determined by searching the list
"Where-net (c)" . From these conditions Critic-1 prevents the
action (is-on h c) from being accomplished. With that beins
the case, line 14 of REASON is invoked end GENERATE puts a
prerequisite for a sufcgoal on the Hold-List. Since (is-on d c)
has its prerequisites already established, the prerequisites
for (is-on a b) is attempted to be determined.
If no prerequisite can be determined within the structural
hierarchy of the Critics Gallery, then SF^ANTTC-SZC is unable
to provide a sequence. But in this case, however, it is easily
determined that the prerequisite needed is to clear block a.
Here is a fine point: Since the prerequisite does not
exists, it therefore must be accomplished so the reasoning
language has to direct the target language to achieve it.
Therefore, the prerequisite is generated in terms of target
language instructions. Importantly, other conditions that are
needed must remain invariant. For example, when the reasoning
language determines that the prerequisite to clear block a is
required, several things must be accomplished. First, the
subgoal to clear block a must oe generated. Then the already
S0

established prerequisites for other subgcals, namely (is-clear
t) and fls-clear c) must be maintained, must not be violated.
Therefore, the sutgoal to clear block a is constrained by
adding (i.e., logical AND) the established prerequisites of
the other subgoals.
The results are that we can see that adequate reascning
can be accomplished by using the semantic net. We see in lines
15 and 16 that the structures are updated with the
prerequisite and invariants.
REASON returns control back to SEMANTIC-SEC where line 5
is executed. There the output function is invoked and the
sequence cf specifications is output. Figure 6.6 depicts it in
the ANT/OP graph form.
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QWHERE So) (FIND Go)"]
[(WHERE So) (FIND gl) [(WHERE g3)(FIND Go)~|
[(WHERE gl)(FIND g2T] [(WHERE g2)(FIND g3J~]
So = ((is-on c a)(is-clear b)(is-clear c))
Go = ((is-on a b) (is-on be))
gl = ((clear a)(is-clear c)(is-clear b))
g2 = ((is-on b c))
g3 = ((is-on a b))
Figure 6.6




This example is also talc en frcrr [13 J of Sussman's. Ve
present it because it shows the ease of updating these methods
to expand the power of the synthesis system over a problem
domain, and it shows how the meaning of the interpretation
given to the possible connections of the semantic net can
affect a specific problenr domain. Figure 6.7 shows the initial









(WHERE (is-on d a)(is-on f e)(is-on c b))
(FIND (is-on d a) (is-on b e)






The point of interest in this eiarrple is quickly seen when
we observe the lind-net, which is shown in Figure 6.8. We see
that the terminal node, tlock e. Has an indegree of 3. What
does this rrean to the synthesis systerr as it currently exist







Recall that the rules of the Blocks World provides the
restriction that no two objects can occupy the sarre space
during the sarre tirre. How is the enforcement of this rule
ascertained? It now becorres obvious to us that the current
synthesis system for the Slocks World can not accorrrrociate
problems where any indegree is greater than 1. likewise, the
interpretation given to an indegree greater than 1 is
irrpcrtant. If we interpret such a condition to rrean that
blocks are occupying the same space, then a simple critic can
te added to the critics gallery that would simply disallow
sucr. a problem. That is, the synthesis system would output
that no solution is possible. Otherwise, there is the
implication that clocks are of different sizes; this
inte rpretd tion allows a variety of possi tili t ies within the
protlem domain.
For different size blocks, the synthesis system recuires
more knowledge in its reasoning language (e.g., know size of a
tlock, determine available space, etc.). This additional
knowledge will result in adding other relational operators to
reason this information. Similar operators are added to the
target language to rearrange (e.g., shi :"t-over , make-room,
etc.) blocks on top of some block, or for a block on top of
many blocks.
let us assume then that we nave the additional operators
and critics. Particularly, we have a critic, critic-4, that
concerns itself with the multiple indegree of a node. Also, we
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have the relational is-roorr that determines if space is
available for block a on some block b. That is, (is-room a b)
is TBUI if there exists on block b rocrr to place block a.
Otherwise, (is-roorr a b) is FALSI. 3ecause we are concerned
with the "exact* positioning of blocks on a single block, we
provide the relational "is-next2" that means block a is
adjacent tc and along the side of block b (i.e., (is-next2 a
b)). Furthermore, we note that is-next2 is a reflexive
relational property. That is, (is-next2 a b) if and only if
(is-rext2 t a). Consequently, the use of is-next2 causes a
loop in the semantic net.
Before invoking SEMANTIC
-SIS with the specification that
defines Showing-Cff, we augment the specification in the Find
constraint with the relationships (is-next2 b a), (is-next2 a
t), (is-next2 a c) and (is-next2 c d). Figure 6.9 depicts the
Vihere-net and the Fine-net for the modified specification of
Showing-Off. Note the loop created on level 2 of the Find-net.
As 3FAS0N begins to "reason" the sequence of
specifications, let us note the more interesting dspects of
the process. When a level 3 task is selected, critic-4 will
rrdke known the fact that node e has multiple indegree. This
then causes all is-on relations coming into node e to te
located (e.g., find all level 3 task with is-on where arg2 of
is-cn is node e). '*hen the is-cn relationships are known the










Where-net and Modified Find-net Using Is-next2
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is-roorn: If (slze(a) + size(b) + . . . + size(n))







If is-roorr returns with the value False then REASON Knows
that it is not possible to place all the blocks on block e,
and REASON would invoke an error-handler. If is-roorr returns
TRUE the process continues. We assurre is-roorr is TRUE. Recall,
however, the relation is-next2 causes a loop. Therefore, the
nodes "b, a and c are considered as a single entity. That rreans
that the is-next2 relationships are all considered "en rrasse".
Let us consider the affect of the "en rrasse" treatment of
nodes a, t and c upon level 3 tasking. Since all the is-on
relationships of level 2 are involved in the "en rrasse" nodes,
the control structure does not allow any level 3 task to be
accomplished until REASON (or sorre other rrechanisrr^ can
achieve the effects caused by the loop. Assume that the
ordering of the nodes a, o and c are accorrpli shed . This then
supplies the ordering for placing blocKs onto bloc£ e. REASON
is now at the point of trying to establish if the blocks b, a
and c, in that order, can be placed on block e.
38

for each is-on of level 3, the Where-net is considered to
determine if the appropriate prerequisites exist. This being
done, the level 3 tasking causes the following to be olaced on
the start of the Jind-net:
((clear b) (is-clear c) (clear e) (clear a))
When this has teen dene, REASON otterrpts to reason the
next level of tasking, narrely level 2 tasking. The Where-net
is examined for the existence of the prerequisites fcr the
level 2 tasking and would find that sorre of the taskin? is
already achieved. Recall, sorre of level 2 tasking was
irrplicitly achieved because of the "en masse" censiderat icn
given to the loop on level 2. This consideration postponed
level 3 tasking, tut it also caused level 3 tasking to be
achieved in an ordered sequence that partially achieved level
2 tasking. That is, tlccks a, b and c were placed in their
specified order. The regaining level 2 task is (is-on d a). As
a result of clearing blocks a, e and b, the block d is not
necessarily "cleared". However, from the previous examples we
know that SIMANTIC-SIC can sequence the remaining tasks of
Showing-Cff. The sequence of specifications for Showing-Cff is
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VII. CTHER PROBLEM EOMAINS
A. SENIBAI
It is desirable that the rrethods used to deterrrine a
sequence of specif icat ions be as general as possible. Thdt is,
we want S EmANTIC-S EC to be applicable for as rrany problerr
domains as is possible. Currently, we do not Knew hew general
SEtfANTIC-SEQ is.
However, there is this encouraging aspect about
SINANTIC-SIQ's scope of applica cil ity . We know that m-ary
relations can be easily converted to binary relations.
Consequently, the arity of a problerr domain's relations snould
not excluded the problerr domain from being considered by
SEPANTIC-SEC. That is, since the underlying data structure in
SENANTIC-SEQ is a graph, there are many optimally constructed
algorithms for "processing" graph and tree type structures.
Also, tree type structrues are commonly used in our everyday
problem-solving activities (e.g., deci sicn-rraking) . As a
result, we are likely to find a wide variety of domains to
which we can apply SEMANTIC-SEQ
.
3. NCN-3L0CXS WOSLT EXAMPLE
We consider a Non-Blocks World problem to provide insight
about the scope of SIPANTIC-SEC . In so doing, it is noped that
inadequacies and possible extensions can be realized for the
SI

purpose of increasing SF^ANTIC-SEQ 's power. Therefore,
consider the problem of sorting sore list of numbers and
finding soire i-th elerrent of the sort. We define Sort: List
> list, where list is the set of list of natural numbers.
(Sort x y^ rreans that the list x is the input and y is the
sorted list after achieving Sort. Further, y2 is the second
element of the well-ordering of the sorted list y. A
description of Sort is:
[(WHIRKx and y are list of natural nurrbers))
(FINK is-perm x y ) ( is-o rdered y))J
The term (is-perm II L2) determines if the list II and the
list 12 represent a permutation of each other. Is-perrr returns
the value TRUI if LI is a permutation of L2 . Otherwise.
is-perm returns the value FALSI. The is-crdered relation
determines the well-ordering property o p some list of
elements .
Therefore, given a specification to the proolem of sorting
and finding the i-th value, we would expect SEMANTIC-SIQ to






Sort and Find Example
We assume that the structures shown in Figure 7.1 are
tuilt. In which direction does PSASOK begin to act upon the
Jind-net? fohat are the prerequisites for the relations? >e
begin to see thdt the user rrust provide SIMANTIC-SEQ with the
information to perforrr reasoning.
However, let us continue with the problem. Cur intuition
tells us that we should process the find-net from top to
tottorr. That is, we achieve is-ordered and then achieve
is-eaual. Intuitively, we feel that this rray be a feasible
approach to problems in this dorrain (i.e., start from the~top




Before addressing the issues that have been raisea, let us
consider a slightly rrcre complicat ed example, tfe would like to
sort a list of nurrters and then find the rrediar. eleirent of the
sorted list. What rrakes this example interesting is the fact
that the computa tion of the rredian depends on the input list
having an odd or even nurrber of elements . For instance, if the
length of the list is odd then the rredian is FLOOR [{length /
2) + 1)] el err en t of the sorted list. Otherwise, it is the
average of (length / 2} elerrent + (length /2 + 1) eleirent.
Therefore, suppose the specification of such a problem was:
[(WHiEK x and y are list of natural nurrbers)
f z is real nurrber ) )
(FINE Cis-perrr x y ) ( i s-ordered y)
( is-rredi an y z ) ) J
We can easily see that structures similar to Figure 7.1
would be built frcrr such a specif ication . Furthermore, it
becorres obvious to us that SEMANTIC-SIQ rrust have the
capability to knew which type median, odd or even, the target
language rrust corrpute. In short, the task-specific knowledge
for such a domain rrust provide the necessary structure and
relational test. Specifically, CONFLICTS and GENERATE rrust
provide this information. For example, when the prerequisites
for the operator is-median is being determine, the condition
that its oddness be known is required before it can be
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included in the Where-net. For instance, a relation is-odd(y)
could be rrade where y is the list from which the iredian
element is to be determined. Based on that test, the
appropriate formula is then selected and added to the
prereq-list in GENERATE. Again, when we consider the relations
involved in the sorting, likewise prerequisite test can be
rrade and structured to produce the appropriate corrrrands to tne
target language.
This brings us to the matter of the primitive operators
that are availatle to the reasoning language. Recall Smith in
[6] defines a top-down program synthesis system. If we can
accept Smith's structure and if the problem domain can be
defired in such an environment, then much of the information
that SEPANTIC-SEQ requires would already exist in the top-down
system .
C. INADEQUACIES AND EXTENSIONS
SEMANTIC-SIQ has the following inadequacies. First, the
user is burden with supplying very detailed information aDout
tis problem domain. For example, he must know the special
critics for each relation. Secondly, the choice of
prerequisites is dependent upon the primitives in the
reasoning language. Further, SEMANTIC-SEC provides only one
level of detail. That is, the system NCAE in (.11] is able to
provide varying levels of detail about any subgoal until
primitive level events for that subgoal are reached.
CR

SIPANTIC-S JC, on the other hand, can only provide the sene
level of detail about a subgoal as was provided it or. input of
the specification. SINANTIC-SEQ dees not provide cny
information when the entire Find constraint of the
specification results in a loop.
Additionally, the characteristics surrounding the ordering
or formatting of arguments within a relation is not fully
understood. lor instance, whicn argument should be listed as
the first argument of the relation? Let us again consider the
exarrple problem of sorting and finding the median element. In
particular, consider the relation (is-median y z). If the
arguments had been reversed (i.e., (is-rredian z y)), then all
subgoals of the example problem would have resided on the same
level of the Find-net. This also would have prevented
SEPAIVTIC-SIQ frorT providing a sequence of subspecif ica tions .
Consequently, SI ["ANTIC-SEC. is currently dependent upon the
arguments of relations being ordered in a manner meaningful to
the problem domain. This ordering of arguments is the concept
cf "flow" or "frorr input argument to output argument" that was
developed in Chapter V. The requirement of such a dependency
is also unknown at this time.
The most obvious extension for SIMANTIC-SIO is to provide
the capability of converting a rr-ary relation tc a binary
relation. Such an extension would assist in determining the
scope of SIMANTIC-SIQ in other problem domains. Also, it would
assist in the determining what affect, if any, relational
96

properties like an ti reflexive , symmetry, etc. have on the
semantic net regarding a sequence of specifications. In short,
any extension should be aimed at helping to determine the




This research has shown that it is possible to extract
information frorr the problem specification and determine a
sequence of specifications using semantic networks that
provides a solution to the problem. To that extent, we
consider this endeavor a success. The rrethod we have presented
is considered novel because it considers the problerr
specification "in tote" in its attempt to determine a sequence
cf specifications.
The motivation for sveh an approach is the belief that the
idea of how to solve a problem is somehow contained in a
problem's specification. As we become adept at discovering the
artificial intelligence centered about "ideas' , mechanisms
rrore general than SIMANTIC-SEC can be realized.
The encouraging facts about SIMANTIC-SK in view of its
inadequacies as stated in the previous chapter are as follows.
First, the prerequisite information that SEMANTIC-SIS needs
will largely be the contained in the information needed to
define a Top-Iown Program Synthesis Systerr. Srrith in [6j
presents a structure for top-down program synthesis.
Therefore, if the protleir domain can be defined in terrrs of
such a structure, then rruch of the information required by
SEMANTIC-SIQ already will have oeen defined.
sa

Secondly, Sl^iNTIC-SiQ is considered a cheap approach to
determining sequence because it uses much of the sarre
inforrration used to define the problem domain. Also, the
structure of SEMANTIC-SIQ is slrrple. The criticism approach
provides the advantages of nodularity, isolates the concern of
operator action, and allows for easy expansion of capabilities
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c. 1 A heuistic for
decomposing a problem
into a sequence of
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